A comprehensive docking study on the selectivity of binding of aromatic compounds to proteins.
Generally, computer-aided drug design is focused on screening of ligand molecules for a single protein target. The screening of several proteins for a ligand is a relatively new application of molecular docking. In the present study, complexes from the Brookhaven Protein Databank were used to investigate a docking approach of protein screening. Automated molecular docking calculations were applied to reproduce 44 protein-aromatic ligand complexes (31 different proteins and 39 different ligand molecules) of the databank. All ligands were docked to all different protein targets in altogether 12090 docking runs. Based on the results of the extensive docking simulations, two relative measures, the molecular interaction fingerprint (MIF) and the molecular affinity fingerprint (MAF), were introduced to describe the selectivity of aromatic ligands to different proteins. MIF and MAF patterns are in agreement with fragment and similarity considerations. Limitations and future extension of our approach are discussed.